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Finds on your Doorstep – 3000 years of life in Crowle and Ealand - finds recorded on
the Portable Antiquities Scheme Database (search for finds.org.uk) – by Martin
Foreman, Finds Liaison Officer for North Lincolnshire.
Prehistory, Later Bronze Age to Iron Age (1000 BC – AD 43) 4 records
There is no evidence for Stone Age activity around Crowle. This may be because the area was inaccessibly
marshy at the end of the last Ice Age, about 12,000 years ago. The Bronze Age also saw a wet climate and
sea-levels rising between 1800 and 1000 BC, and hoards [reported elsewhere] may show a ritual response to
these threats. A few late prehistoric finds come from Crowle and along Mill Road to the east, while an
outlier to the north may lie on the fringes of Thorne Moor. Later Iron Age objects presented here may
equally date to the early Roman period.
Late Iron Age brooches used a mechanism like a safety-pin to fasten clothing. A little canoe-shaped mortar
was used to grind cosmetics or dye – well-turned-out Britons were big on body art, tattoos and perms.

Safety-pin brooches from drier land east of Crowle, and a cosmetic grinder from the wetland margin
NLM-B9128B

NLM-F789C5

NLM-B8D3C3

NLM-2170C5

NLM-2176E6

NLM-F72831

The Roman Period (AD 43-410) 142 records
Roman finds point to continuing success of a perhaps recently-established native occupation. Brooches show
a Celtic love of swirling curvilinear design and bright coloured enamel, whilst the plainer types found where
Roman soldiers camped are rare. There is a similar flavour to finds from the wetland edges. Some may have
been placed there as offerings to the genii loci, the spirits of this watery place.
Mill Lane seems central to life in Roman Crowle, though whether this was where people lived on slightly
higher and drier land, or where they spread rubbish from elsewhere to manure their crops, remains uncertain.
Brooches favoured in Crowle included dragonesque types from Brigantia (Yorkshire). Trumpet brooches
also originated there: the course of the old River Don was a highway linking this settlement to the North.

Yorkshire brooches: fragments of brooches with eared creatures at either end
NLM-F75F88

NLM-2CF260

NLM-DD6A36

NLM-2169C1

NLM-2139A7

Trumpet brooch
NLM-9CD8C4

There are also bow-and-fantail brooches, a type associated with the Corieltauvi tribe, while enamelled
headstud brooches were also an East Midlands type; perhaps evidence of a westward traffic along the Don.
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Brooches from Crowle’s Romano-British settlement
NLM-004A87

NLM-8C6263

NLM-34F51F

Brooches found closer to the Moor
NLM-DB53A2

NLM-DD7B64

The Roman Period (AD 43-410) - continued
Locks, box fittings, a lid from a seal for signing letters, and rings: all suggest Romanised lifestyles for some.
Such customs are most prominent in the 2nd century AD, a period of well-dated finds from towns and forts.

Roman finds found east of Crowle
NLM-9CBD7B

NLM-9CC992

Roman pot found in Crowle village

NLM-EBA499

NLM-EB9911

NLM-115E7D

NLM-EC45E4

Finds from outlying parts of the parish include a mount shaped as a lady’s hand in close-fitting jewelled
sleeve, and an enamelled bowl with Celtic-style decoration, perhaps continuing a tradition of ritual deposits.

Brooch & mount from Ealand
NLM-483B20

NLM-DADC66

Sun ‘wheel’ from the west
NLM-DDA6B6

Coin & bowl fragment from the north
NLM-534AF1

FAKL-9900E3

Plate brooches may copy shield designs or be associated with membership of cults. Later, gilded oval plate
brooches were linked to Roman officialdom, whether civil or military, and perhaps served as badges of rank.

Enamelled brooches, 2nd century AD, from near Crowle
NLM-EBDEBC

Badge of office, found west of Crowle

NLM-217DA3

NLM-F73F12

Coins show Crowle was linked to the Roman market economy, even if local culture was obstinately Celtic.
Initially, silver was used to pay soldiers, with bigger bronze coins for small change or everyday use.

Third-century coins: bronze coins include issues of a breakaway British-based empire of AD 283-296
NLM-34E3E6

NLM-2044A2

NLM-22C248

NLM-3EE81E

NLM-8503F4

NLM-319534

NLM-83AC37
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Britain was recovered by the Empire in AD 296. Later finds are mainly bronze coins, and the 4th century saw
their mass circulation. Images on coins promoted the ruling houses and the Roman Army backing them.

Coins of Constantius I, of the House of Constantine (nos 2-5), and the House of Valentinian (nos 6-7)
NLM-44E604

NLM-D3478B

NLM-22DAD1

NLM-3F06F2

NLM-298336

NLM-B97054 NLM-317EB6 NLM-2034F1

The Early Anglo-Saxon period (AD 410-700) 4 records
The withdrawal of Roman rule left power to British rulers, described as tyrants by contemporary report.
They regarded themselves as Roman, and tyrants may have been Christian like the later Roman emperors.
But, with troops gone to support political adventures in Europe, they looked elsewhere for support: to
Anglo-Saxon mercenaries from outside the Empire. The first Anglo-Saxons are only a shadowy presence at
Crowle, but it would be strange if the Don, a navigable route linking east and west, were left unguarded. A
silver buckle pin may be from the sword-belt worn by an |Anglo-Saxon soldier: Britons did not bear arms.
Early Anglo-Saxon finds include a tongue perhaps from a military buckle, and decorated enamelled metalwork. Are the birds on a [?shield] mount ravens of Odin, or eagles from the standards of departed legions?

Early Anglo-Saxon finds from Crowle itself, or from just to the north of the modern village
NLM-B92843

NLM-53EF43

NLM-53E540

NLM-599405

The Middle Saxon and Viking periods (AD 700-1066) 26 records
Middle Saxon objects suggest a community centred on Crowle itself by AD 800. A silver Frisian coin also
points to connection with wider maritime trade from the 600s, links broadened with conversion to the
Roman Catholic style of Christianity over this period. Later silver and bronze coins were minted in York and
Northumbria, and suggest Crowle’s longstanding Yorkshire connections were also maintained. The objects
associated with English occupation were buckles from belts, strap ends from belts or garters, and pins to fix
veils or hairdo’s. Such a combination of finds is probably typical of a respectable community of its day.
Strap ends often display interlaced lines representing contorted creatures, with tiny beast heads at their ends.
Such details were copied from texts illustrated by monks, and motifs passed swiftly from book to belt-end.

Buckle
NLM-53DA62

Strap ends with interlace & beast heads Dress, veil or hair pins: all finds from Crowle
NLM-538183

NLM-537412

NLM-535DF2

NLM-5398D4

NLM-53B706

NLM-538D47 NLM-53A750
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Coins show Crowle to have been connected with North Sea trade in the hands of Frisian merchants, and then
with Northumbria. Northumbria was Christian: its coins were issued by kings, and by bishops at York. An
openwork Coptic bowl fragment came from Egypt via the Mediterranean, perhaps to be used in a church.

Silver sceats, the first from Frisia, the latest possibly from York
NLM-544717

NLM-A28A5E

Bronze styca

Coptic bowl

NLM-547633

NLM-2D4B76

NLM-546846

The Middle Saxon and Viking periods (AD 700-1066) continued
The Isle of Axholme was most easily accessible by river. The maritime prowess of Viking raiders made such
a location especially perilous. Once established, however, an Anglo-Scandinavian community could take
full advantage of its relative isolation by marsh and rivers.
Historical accounts repeatedly refer to the men of the Isle as providing support or horses to help further
Viking incursions, or as giving them refuge if they were repulsed. This may have fostered an independent
outlook which would influence both how distant English governments regarded Axholme, and how the
people of Axholme responded to innovation if it were foisted upon them.
Prosperous English communities like Crowle attracted Viking raids from AD 850 on. The Isle of Axholme
was easily accessible to shallow-draught long-ships. Later Vikings used the Isle as refuge, hideout and lair.

‘Dragon prow’ mount fragment
NLM-F75533

Viking buckle and strap end
NLM-53D003

Game pieces or weights for silver

NLM-F3CD43

NLM-B994C1

NLM-B9350A

Vikings ‘borrowed’ horses to mount raids, or to make their armies more mobile than defending English
forces. English power was reimposed from the 920’s, but Axholme posed a potential threat for many years.

Viking hawk brooch
NLM-612074

Stirrup mount and fragment
NLM-B93F66

NLM-2CB406Z

Bridle cheekpiece fragment
NLM-21A0C7
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The Medieval period (1066-1500) 63 records
Crowle’s satellite settlement Ealand was established by the 1200’s, perhaps named for the riverside
occupations of its inhabitants. Both communities manured their precious arable with rubbish swept from
homes. Many objects are from clothing: buckles and strap fittings.
There is scant evidence for life under England’s Norman kings and coins only reappear from 1199. This is at
odds with historical records of Crowle as the richest parish in Axholme. Pennies were rarely lost: perhaps
people went to market elsewhere, bartered, or paid dues in kind. Over 450 years, there are only two metal
cooking pots: just one for each village.
Cast belt buckles dated mainly to the 1200’s: Crowle and Ealand favoured square-shaped frames. When the
fragile sheet-metal buckle plate survives it suggests a strap has been discarded with its fastener still attached.

Buckles were discarded along with soiled or broken straps, or simply because they were outmoded
NLM-B949A0

NLM-74DF56

NLM-B8C69D

NLM-21B654

NLM-F7133A NLM-F2FF04 NLM-B19CE5 NLM-B19517

Buckles of the 1300’s onwards include more complex composite forms made in urban workshops
NLM-21BC84 NLM-AF7585

NLM-AF6325

NLM-1F17C1

NLM-B100C3

NLM-5405D5

NLM-2C9410

NLM-21CA05

Strap ends weighted the belt and stopped it fraying; these are later medieval. Mounts decorated belts, and
increased in complexity of construction like the accompanying buckles. Motifs like a crowned head or
heraldic tints may show political loyalties, while a fleur de lis or trefoil might suggest Marian devotion.

Acorn-shaped knops on strap ends are common
NLM-D404C1

NLM-F38E64

NLM-0076A2

King’s head mount and heraldic motif

NLM-006644

NLM-68D8DC

NLM-5A8EC1

The silver pennies most commonly found in England are issues of the kings from John to Edward II (11991327). Crowle and Ealand produce a few examples, but local wealth perhaps took other forms at this time.

Pennies of King John, Henry III, Edward I and Edward II are rare finds from Crowle and Ealand
NLM-EB6907

NLM-AF09E4

NLM-F74717

NLM-4C4352
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Something fishy about Crowle and Ealand…
Local prosperity is not reflected in the range and quantity of metal finds, but from Domesday Book onwards
the parish was the richest in the Isle of Axholme. Up to 30 fisheries are recorded, and each returned eel
renders as taxation-in-kind: a proportion of catches from fixed or mobile basket traps placed along its
course.

The Medieval period (1066-1500) - continued)
The Isle of Axholme is considered isolated today, but rivers were the best way to transport bulk goods. The
Romans had built many of their forts exactly where river cargoes had to be transferred to the roads they are
better known for. The Humber gives access to more of England than any other waterway via its tributaries,
and both Anglo-Saxons and Vikings had used them to penetrate and settle new lands.
Wetland resources offered self-sufficiency, and supplied commodities like reed for thatch or fish and fowl
for fast-days up and down the Don. A local shortage of cash need not indicate poverty.
Later coins range from groats (= four pennies) and half-groats, to round halfpennies and farthings. After the
Black Death of 1348-50, cash was more important, as traditional dues were commuted to money payments.

Late medieval coins show a wider range of values, arising from an increasing use of cash
NLM-00DAA8

NLM-D40D75

NLM-8525A5

NLM-EBF093

NLM-34413E NLM-D40D75 NLM-F24D03 NLM-746CA0

A seal matrix could close a letter; the legend I am private states this. A double-headed eagle was the ‘logo’
of a merchant from northern Europe, used to seal his deals. Keys kept cash, documents and property safe.

Private and commercial seal matrices
NLM-A29FEE

NLM-F77481

Keys for larger chests and a smaller casket
NLM-F77F72

NLM-B95849

NLM-21A726

NLM-2D3EF3

Brooches plated with white metal and gold were worn by ladies: the Star of Solomon (left) may have been a
protective symbol. A thimble and pot-leg illustrate household chores: mending, and cooking on the hearth.
Pottery reached Crowle from the Coal Measures to the south and west, and probably also arrived by water.

A Silver or gilt brooch was a gift to a close friend, but there was still the cooking and washing up…
NLM-4853D8

NLM-21AC95

NLM-B91D13

NLM-68A5E8

NLM-EC1426
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The Post-Medieval Period (AD 1500-1900) 77 records
The post-medieval period saw sweeping change with the drainage of land about the Isle. Improvement was
bitterly contested by those living in wastes which had met their needs for generations.
The winding course of the Old River Don was abandoned as the river was diverted to a more swiftly flowing
channel. Though warping exploited the tendency of low-lying land to flood, faster rivers left less fertile silt
behind. Change hit pockets in Crowle and Ealand: twenty silver coins date to between Henry VIII and
Charles I (1509-1649), but only four from the Commonwealth onwards. Other finds respect this trend.
Good Queen Bess? Coins of Elizabeth I (1558-1603) are most common; often of multiple values: shillings,
sixpences, and threepences. Though inflation had halved the value of a silver penny, these seem good times.

Elizabeth issued a wide range of new denominations to meet persistent demand for daily use of cash
NLM-4844B7

NLM-21E9F4

NLM-F72FC6

NLM-7497A6

NLM-744C46

NLM-7402E7

NLM-1F6986

Dress fittings included old-fashioned mounts for leatherwork, but also new types of hooked dress fasteners.
These ranged from cheap and cheerful brass, to complex silver-gilt pieces with clustered globes like pearls.

Mounts with prongs for leather
NLM-F768C3

NLM-68CD00

One-piece dress fasteners
NLM-F71EAE

Silver & silver-gilt dress fasteners

NLM-74CF15

NLM-59BA03

NLM-3424D3

Swords were worn as formal accessories at court, a fashion which descended down the social scale. Only the
most robust examples might have equipped soldiers, or those called out to serve as such in the local militia.

Hooks & clasps used to suspend swords from belt or baldrick; holes let them to be sewn to a backing
NLM-9CE6F4

NLM-B8E7F6

NLM-21D011

NLM-00AEC6

NLM-009DF1

NLM-009203

As printing made Bibles more widely available, reading became a religious duty in Reformation England.
The result was that people could interpret Scripture for themselves. Church and State were challenged by
Puritans and Sects, and an English Civil War was waged from pulpits and by pamphlet as well as by shot.

Book clasps - from a family Bible? Weights, the second verified by inspection Posy ring with text*
NLM-D323E6

NLM-747F10

NLM-74614B

NLM-479491

NLM-80BFDB
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*The legend reads: Thou hast my hart till death us part, a form of words suggesting a mid-18th-century
date. Phonetic and varied spelling appears in later 17th-century government records, so it unsurprising to see
the habit persist in the countryside. But, both donor and recipient of this love token would probably have
been able to read it to appreciate the sentiment.

